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Solar is growing rapidly
Growth limited by 
availability of purified Si 
(limits scalability)
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Two strategies to reduce semiconductor material 
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Reduce semiconductor material: 
reduce cost and improve scalability
~ $1Billion investment
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Multijunction cells show highest efficiencies
40.8% 
Geisz 
(NREL)
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Range of concentrator approaches
High concentration
• 35% - 40% cells
• 400X – 1500 X
Low concentration
• 15% - 25% cells
• 2X – 100 X
Amonix JX Crystals
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High-concentration cell companies
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High-concentration companies
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Low-concentration companies
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Turning point for industry?
PHOTON International 
predicts 50 MW in 2009
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Is the CPV industry 
ready to ramp 
production?
